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We were delighted to 
welcome Hans back on 
Old Blues Day in May 2019 
to showcase his plastics 
identification device to 
pupils and fellow Old 
Blues.

FEATURE

PIONEERING THE RECYCLING OF 
PLASTIC WASTE
Plastic is the biggest environmental problem of our time. In the UK alone, around 2.4 million tonnes of 
packaging waste is generated per year and around 40% of this packaging waste is plastic. 

Old Blue Hans Chan (LaA, GrE 11-16) is tackling this issue head on with innovations to drive up 
recycling levels of plastic.  With two of his fellow university students, Hans has developed a low-cost 
plastics identification tool that could revolutionise plastic recycling.

In many sorting plants, plastics are currently sorted by hand due to the high cost of identification tools. 
However, many plastics that look the same to the naked eye should actually be recycled differently. 
By drawing on infrared spectroscopy, Hans and his team have developed a tool that would maximise 
manual-sorting efficiency, to increase the plastic waste being recycled and reduce the plastic in 
landfills.  

Hans tells us more about his start-up Matoha, the device he has developed, and his journey to 
entrepreneurship.

To find out more about 
Matoha and the plastics- 
identification device, visit 
their website:

www.matoha.com

FIND OUT MORE

CAN YOU EXPLAIN MORE ABOUT MATOHA? 

In short, we are a small university spin-off company run by three undergraduates from 
Imperial College London. We have created an affordable and small-scale platform 
(consisting of our instrument and our cloud database) to identify plastics, for the 
purposes of efficient waste-sorting in manual material-recovery facilities. 

HOW DOES YOUR PLASTICS IDENTIFICATION DEVICE WORK? 

Basically, it’s a small scanner that works like a supermarket checkout: the operator 
scans a piece of waste with it, our technology tells what material it is, and the operator 
can sort the plastics waste into different types. This way, low-budget recycling centres 
can rapidly extract a greater variety and quantity of recyclable plastics from their 
plastic waste streams, turning a greater profit and preventing plastics from entering 
the environment.

WHAT INSPIRED THE IDEA FOR THE DEVICE?

The plastics waste problem is, of course, a very severe and topical one. In particular, my colleague and co-founder, who is from 
Bratislava, said that the plastics recycling infrastructure in his hometown consisted of workers picking out ONLY plastic bottles from 
a rapid conveyor belt. The rest of the perfectly recyclable plastics either end up in an incinerator or a landfill. So, we came up with a 
scanner that will allow the workers to extract and sort more plastics effectively from the waste stream for recycling. 

Around the same time, we discovered that our faculty at Imperial College London has an annual Make-a-Difference competition: 
essentially Dragon’s Den, in which you pitch an idea for a low-cost and beneficial piece of tech to the Heads of Faculty, and if they 
think the idea is scientifically sound and feasible, you receive a grant and university laboratory space over the summer to develop it. 
We pitched our idea at the competition, one thing led to another and here we are today!
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HOW DID YOUR TIME AT CH INSPIRE YOU?

Of course, if it wasn’t for the support, guidance and tutelage I received at CH, I would 
not be at Imperial College, one of the best places for incubation of tech businesses. 
Certainly CH STEM has always been strong; so that definitely helped! CH also had a 
wide range of incredible opportunities to offer and we were always encouraged to make 
the most of them. That mentality definitely stayed with me. University has even more 
opportunities outside of one’s studies, and if I didn’t try to make the most out of my 
university experience, I would not be doing what I do today.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO CH PUPILS THINKING OF CONSIDERING A PATHWAY 
TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

Good businesses are built on addressing niche, yet pressing, market needs with 
innovative solutions. First and foremost, get good at the things that you enjoy doing, 
as this will be the toolkit you will use to solve unique problems that the world is facing. 
Then, you should connect and keep yourself updated with the rest of the world. Talk to 
as many people as possible and keep on top of current affairs. Not only will this help 
you to find market opportunities, but also find collaborators to solve problems with you. 
Eventually, when a problem comes up which people will pay to solve, and you have the 
right team who share your vision and the perfect solution to solve such an issue, you will 
be ready to design and execute a long-term business for conquering your market. For 
those who are really interested in pursuing entrepreneurship, I highly recommend the 
book Zero to One by Peter Thiel.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU PERSONALLY?

I haven’t finished my degree yet! So I will still be working on that. Whereas Matoha is naturally entrepreneurial and tech development 
oriented, degree science and deep tech research in academia is a completely different kind of rigour and involvement. I enjoy both 
for different reasons; so I’ll strive to do both for as long as possible until either one gives way!

WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR MATOHA?

In the short term, we want to get as many of our machines out there where they can make the biggest difference, creating jobs 
and cleaning up the environment. On top of plastics though, our technology works for a variety of other materials and chemicals 
identification. We will be looking at expanding our platform into other industrial settings, such as the fabrics industry. Also having 
some fun along the way!

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST SUCCESSES SO FAR?

Last year, we field tested our innovation in remote waste facilities and beach clean-
ups in Indonesia and it worked! Washed-up pieces of plastic are usually heavily 
contaminated and therefore challenging to identify, but our plastic waste identification 
machine had no problems, even with wet containers covered in sand. This success got 
us a lot of traction in the region, and we have been gaining interest in Southeast Asia 
since.

WHAT HAVE YOU FOUND MOST CHALLENGING?

Of course, there have been, and still are, many technical and business challenges along 
the way, but the hardest one to tackle has definitely been that of reaching our target 
customers. We have decided to address a problem that primarily affects parts of the 
world which cannot afford large costly automated machines for sorting plastic waste. 
We are still trying hard to connect with people who will find our technology useful in an 
existing ecosystem; after all, we are solving but one crucial part of the recycling circular 
economy.
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WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY 2019
The World Health Organisation recognised World Mental Health Day on 10 October this year. The day 
provided an opportunity for all stakeholders working on mental health issues to talk about their work, raise 
awareness and mobilise efforts in support of mental health worldwide. In response to this global awareness 
day, and in light of the increase of mental health problems in young people in the UK, this article explores the 
provisions in place at CH to support the effective management of pupil mental health. 

TAKING A SCHOOL-WIDE APPROACH

For CH, mental health isn’t just what happens within our psychotherapy 
and counselling service; it is a School-wide approach underpinned by an 
understanding that healthy minds are built on good relationships, which in turn 
are built on good listening and talking skills. Some of the initiatives that we have 
in place include:

• Mental health first aid training for staff, to increase awareness and 
understanding of mental health issues. Participants learn how to recognise 
early warning signs of mental health difficulties, as well as how to approach 
and speak to young people who may be becoming mentally unwell. This 
is a rolling programme that all staff will have a chance to attend, and the 
possibility of older pupils attending is also being explored.

• The inclusive house structure at the School. There is a multi-layered 
support system in place to pick up any concerns of any pupils and to offer 
appropriate, early intervention. Those ready to support include senior pupils, 
resident matrons, house tutors and house parents. 

• A robust PSHE (Personal, Social, and Health Education) programme to 
educate pupils across all age groups and a Pupil Wellbeing Committee. This 
means that the pupils themselves are at the heart of the pastoral messaging, 
ensuring that topics as broad as mental health, anti-bullying, online safety, 
and suicide awareness are in the consciousness of the pupils across the 
School. 

• Deputy Grecian (Year 12) peer mentors. They are trained in safeguarding, 
bereavement and listening skills. Our peer mentors can be an important first 
port of call for pupils and they will signpost concerns to house parents.

MENTAL HEALTH IN SCHOOLS

Christ’s Hospital is particlularly conscious of the enormous pressures experienced by 
pupils from many angles, particularly those in Deps (Year 12) and Grecians (Year 13). 
Recent research by the mental health charity Mind has revealed that three out of five 
secondary school pupils have either experienced mental health problems themselves, 
or are close to someone who has. Furthermore, one in seven of 11-to-19-year-olds say 
that their mental health is either poor or very poor.

Schools, therefore, have an important part to play in promoting pupils’ mental health 
and to ensure that young people are supported in their mental health and wellbeing.

MENTAL HEALTH PROVISION IS A KEY FOCUS AT CH

CH provides a dedicated psychotherapy and counselling service, embedding mental 
health practitioners within the School. The service offers assessment and therapy 
for individuals and groups of young people who may be struggling with a range of 
difficulties including physical health concerns, bereavement and loss, depression, 
anxiety or academic worries. 

Our school-based therapists work as part of the School’s Welfare Team, which meets 
weekly to discuss strategies to support our young people to ensure that we are doing 
everything that we can to help them with mental health difficulties. The Welfare Team 
works in partnership with our school-based nurses and GP, as well as local CAMHS 
(Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services) units as required, to make and review 
support plans.

Referrals to the psychotherapy and counselling service primarily come from house 
parents, but they can also come from matrons, teachers, tutors, the GP, nurses and 
members of the school Welfare Team. We also have leaflets in the boarding houses with 
information so that pupils can make direct contact.

ANDROULA PISTOLAS
PSYCHOTHERAPIST AND MENTAL 
HEALTH LEAD AT CH

“Mental health problems are not 
more prevalent at boarding school, 
but our young people do have a 
different set of challenges. Peer 
group relationships can be a bit 
more intense, and sometimes young 
people worry about what is going 
on at home and feel that they are 
missing out. 

For children whose home life has 
been troubled, CH can be their first 
experience of routine and a sense of 
security which gives them an anchor 
in the world. We are very proud of 
this.”

A TEAM AROUND THE FAMILY

CH has an outstanding pastoral care programme that has been carefully designed to ensure the highest level of wellbeing and 
emotional support for pupils.

Our Team around the Family approach is underpinned by evidence which demonstrates better outcomes for children when the 
adults in their lives are appropriately joined-up in their approach. All staff members work together to support pupils’ emotional, 
psychological and spiritual wellbeing. Furthermore, our parameters of care expand to help parents and guardians at home. While 
boarding can help to alleviate some difficulties, it is vital that the work that has been started at school continues when the child 
returns home for the holidays. CH recognises that families are a crucial part of a child’s development and it is important to ensure that 
the care of a young person is maintained throughout the year, not only while they are at school.

Through a combination of a caring boarding environment, exceptional pastoral support and excellent education opportunities, 
Christ’s Hospital provides each pupil with the stability and structure they need to thrive and fulfil their potential.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?

Christ’s Hospital is continuing to expand its programs to 
promote and integrate mental health and wellbeing across 
the whole school community.  

We are seeking funding to ensure the sustained expansion 
of these programmes. For more information on how to 
support mental health provisions at CH, please contact 
Hugo Middlemas, Development Director on: 

T: 01403 246652
E: hdm@christs-hospital.org.uk



XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Christ’s Hospital Old Blues Association @CHOldBluesBRIGHT FUTURES
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MAKE BRIGHT FUTURES POSSI8LE
Christ’s Hospital’s “Bright Futures” campaign was officially launched on Thursday 19 September with a 
special band parade to celebrate the occasion. Streamed live on Facebook, Head Teacher Simon Reid and 
Senior Grecian Andre Da Silva-Jenkins inspired the whole CH community to support this campaign and 
ensure that more children have the opportunity of a CH education.

TRANSFORM LIVES
With a CH education, young people 

have the opportunity to become 
tomorrow’s leaders, making significant 

contributions in their professional 
fields, throughout their communities 

and around the world. 

HELP THOSE IN NEED
A CH bursary provides a lifeline at a highly 
challenging time for many pupils and their 

families. Whether they’ve experienced 
personal difficulties, are from a low-income 

family, or have experienced traumatic 
family circumstances, CH brings stability 

and nurture when it is needed most.

WIDEN OUR IMPACT

Time and again, current students and Old Blues tell us how transformational a CH education can be. Every 
individual has a different story to tell, but one thing that remains consistent is how deeply grateful they are to 
the donors who make it happen.   

When I was accepted at CH, I knew that 
this was a chance for me to build the 
rest of my life. I have always struggled 
to believe in myself, but since starting 
at CH I have grown in confidence and 
developed so much as a person. I 
have learnt that no matter what you 
are faced with it’s important to never 
give up. The School inspires its pupils 
to be independent and helps them to 
reach their full potential. The teachers 
encourage pupils to discover their talents 
and the support we receive is immense 
both emotionally and educationally. 

CH has shown me that there are so many 
possibilities out there and that if you 
work hard enough, anyone can achieve 
anything. The opportunities available 
such as CCF, DofE and community action, 
as well as sport and music are second to 
none. The skills I have gained from my 
activities have shaped me into a better-
rounded person, and boarding has 
helped me to get along with others and 
accept people with different opinions - a 
quality I believe is important. 

“The financial support 
available to pupils such as 
myself is something I will 
always be grateful for” 

£1.5 
million
by September 

2021

18
bursary 
places

“We strongly urge you, the CH community, to be 
involved in this campaign, in order to make this 
transformational education possible for 18 more 

students. We really do need your help.” 
Simon Reid, Head Teacher

   The Bright Futures 
campaign aims to raise £1.5 
million by September 2021 
 to create 18 more bursary 
places and ensure more 

children have the  
life-changing 

opportunity of a 
CH education.

Insufficient bursary funds should 
not keep a bright pupil with need 
from experiencing a life-changing 

education at CH. The more 
donations we receive, the more 

young people we can help, and the 
greater impact we can have. It’s that 

simple.

Without CH, I think my life would be 
rather different. Because of finances, 
there are many things, such as music 
and other extra-curricular activities, that I 
wouldn’t be able to take part in at another 
school. I also feel that the education I 
would have otherwise received would 
have narrowed my options for the future 
and I wouldn’t have had the same level of 
support or encouragement. The financial 
support available to pupils such as myself 
is something I will always be grateful for 
- it has given me so many opportunities 
that I would be lost without.

OUR TARGET

WHY SUPPORT BRIGHT FUTURES?

ELLA’S STORY

HOW TO GIVE BRIGHT FUTURES

Each and every donation will help to give another student like 
Ella a bursary at CH.

SPECIAL FEATURE

YOU CAN SUPPORT THE CAMPAIGN BY THE FOLLOWING 
METHODS

POST: 
You can make your donation using the donation form included in 
this issue of The Old Blue

ONLINE: 
Donate online at www.christs-hospital. 
org.uk/support-us/donate-now

PHONE:  
Please call 01403 246570
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I joined CH as a presentee of the West’s Gift, established under the wills of Sir John and 
Lady Frances West in the 18th century. With no children of their own, they provided the 
funds to support a number of places for children at CH. Without this generosity I would 
not have been able to attend the School.

People in those days, I think, took a longer view. This has soaked into the School and its 
pupils, from the realisation that 30 other children have probably grown out of that Housey 
coat before them, to the knowledge that John West was thinking of them 300 years ago. 

I left Christ’s Hospital in July 2007, with a pang and a wrench as I marched off the 
quad for the last time playing Auld Lang Syne. I spent a year as a teaching assistant 

before I moved to London to study a Bachelor’s degree in anthropology and a 
Master’s degree in bioarchaeology, both at UCL. 

My enthusiasm for “arch & anth” was fed by archaeology A-Level under 
Neil Fleming, eagerly awaited for the five preceding years. I certainly 

would not have been able to study at such a prestigious university had 
it not been for the discipline and passion instilled by the learning 

environment at Christ’s Hospital.

Christ’s Hospital absolutely shaped me. I was not completely 
stable as a teenager, though my family life has always 

been steady and supportive. The constant challenge 
and engagement of school kept me facing forwards, 

far too busy to thrash about and lash out, as I 
fear I would have done had it not been for that 

self-contained island of calm, “ringed with 
downs and woodlands fair”(The Foundation 

Hymn). 

I took on more and more musical commitments over the years, ending up 
leading the viola section in the School symphony and chamber orchestras 

and playing in the band at Disneyland Paris, on board HMS Illustrious, and 
yearly at Lords, the Lord Mayor’s Show and, of course, Beating Retreat. 

I left UCL with a distinction in my Master’s, unable to fund a PhD, 
nor to secure a job related to my degree. I started to become 

depressed; the death of my ex-boyfriend, also a CH pupil, 
added to my loss of direction. 

This is when I decided to join the police; I knew I would 
do well from being institutionalised again and it would 

set me straight in the same way School did. I was 
soon back in black wool, silver buttons and Dr 

Martens, marching up and down the parade 
square at Hendon. 

Unlike my fellow Socialists, I do not support the proposed abolition 
of public schools. I think all children should be entitled to such an 
education as I received at Christ’s Hospital and empowered to pursue it 
should they wish. 

My aunt was denied a grammar school education since my grandmother was 
unable to afford the uniform; the CH “wardrobe” system of trading in school-
owned uniform as the children grow up seems a no-brainer. 

Ten years later, my father, who as an adult became a formidable musician and polymath, 
applied for a place under West’s Gift. He was failed by the extreme intellectual poverty of 
his upbringing and narrowly missed out on the opportunity; he and my grandmother were 
therefore especially proud to see me gain a place at Christ’s Hospital. 

Uniform is a great social leveller, especially if we remove the added divide between children whose 
parents can afford to buy new and those who inhabit threadbare hand-me-downs. Christ’s Hospital is 
home to children of families rich enough that they could have chosen Stowe or Charterhouse, and those 
poor enough that their train tickets to and from school are paid, effectively, by Edward VI, who saw God “in 
the hungry, naked and cold who had lain too long abroad in the streets of London, and provided refreshment 
and lodging in this Hospital” (The Christ’s Hospital Collect). 

CH pupils cannot tell the difference from one pupil’s background to another. We make many lifelong friends from 
all across these social strata which, otherwise, would have been insurmountable divisions. Christ’s Hospital taught us 
acceptance, tolerance and to be gracious, always. 

TRANSFORMING LIVES

BRIGHT FUTURES
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Since leaving Christ’s Hospital, Lucy Cox (ColA, GrW 00-07) has completed a Master’s degree at UCL and 
later joined the police force. As a police officer, Lucy meets children every day who end up on the wrong path 
in life, simply owing to a lack of opportunity. 

Lucy now supports Christ’s Hospital’s Blue Fund with a regular monthly gift, to ensure that more children can 
realise their full potential and to give them opportunities to succeed in life. Here, she tells us about her own 
experiences since leaving school and how Christ’s Hospital influenced her life.

“Christ’s Hospital 
absolutely shaped me”

The sayings and slang of this fabulous 
institution are part of my mental 
architecture from “lav-ends”, “kleps” and 
“browns”, to the unforgettable Charge 
read to us at our Leavers’ Service. The 
words of The Charge are even printed 
and stuck to my bedroom mirror - as if I 
was ever in danger of forgetting!

I now have the means “to enable others 
to enjoy the same advantage” and about 
three years ago I was able to arrange a 
monthly direct debit to the Blue Fund, 
to help support another child at CH. It is 
wonderful to receive the updates about 
the children selected to benefit from this 
gift and I urge anyone who is able to join 
in with this effort.
 
We have two sayings in the police which 
remind me of CH: 

One, that when an officer is retiring 
and has a party, they often say, “you 
youngsters are paying my pension, please 
carry on,” which reminds me that a little 
from a lot of people goes an awfully long 
way. 

The CH uniform is, rightly, a point of huge 
  pride, and shortly after leaving I had my 
    broadie buckle fashioned into a ring, 
      which I have barely removed since. I
          also wear a housey-coat button to
               secure one of my epaulettes, 
                   remembering that I carry with
                       me, wherever I go, the good
                           name of Christ’s Hospital,
                                which also taught me
                                   humility. 

“All children should be entitled  
to such an education as  

I received at Christ’s Hospital”

Lucy recently took part in our filming project on Old Blues’ Day. 
Look out for her video on Facebook @CHHousey and @CHOldBlues 
to hear more about the impact of CH and why she continues to 
support the School.
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WHY DO I GIVE?

Two, that when an officer, usually young, 
takes an undignified amount of pleasure 
in their job they are referred to as “job-
p*ssed.” Well, I am CH-p*ssed. 

So, to the Religious, Royal and Ancient 
Foundation of Christ’s Hospital, may 
those prosper who love it, and may 
God increase their number. Housey!  

SPECIAL FEATURE

“As a police officer in one of London’s most  
deprived boroughs, I am reminded every day of  
what happens to good children who are not given  
opportunities to express themselves, nor to learn and  
develop. They find meaning and belonging in other  
places, and come to police attention before long.”



When I returned to the 
School to teach I was also 

keen for my own children to gain 
the CH experience.  All three of my 

children, Nicki, Kate and Ben, were able to 
develop in different ways at the School.

When I asked my daughters what they felt they had gained from 
CH, they mentioned teachers who were passionate about their subject, 

learning independence, and the opportunity to get to know and live with 
people from all sorts of backgrounds. 

There were also many different activities and experiences; playing cymbals in the 
band despite having little musical training, volunteering in an orphanage in Romania, 
school ski trips, horse riding, dance and drama in the Theatre. They both achieved a 
reasonable set of A-levels and a place at university. My son also flourished at CH. He 
discovered his talent for art, gaining a place at the Slade School of Art, and now has a 
career in art technology. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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COMING FULL CIRCLE
Jennie Barwise (3s 66-73) has experienced the impact of CH from every perspective: as a former pupil at 
CH Hertford, a teacher and houseparent at CH Horsham, and a parent of three children - all now Old Blues 
themselves. She truly understands the value of a CH education and we asked her to share her story.

‘MY CH’ - A PUPIL AT HERTFORD

ENSURING OTHERS THE SAME ADVANTAGE

WHAT WE NEED TO DO

    
   

   
   

PU
PI

L  
      

         PARENT

A FAMILY AFFAIR
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Jennie is offering a handmade ‘CH Sock Doll’ for anyone starting a new monthly gift 
to the Blue Fund. THANK YOU JENNIE! Funds raised towards the next Blue Fund 
will support one of the 18 places for the Bright Futures campaign.

CH is part of who I am. I have always felt a strong connection to the school and a sense of 
belonging. This and a desire to give back to the foundation that had provided for me, is what 

drew me back to teach physics at CH in Horsham in 1999. I later became house mistress 
of Coleridge B for five years from 2001. Being a house mistress was hard work; very long 

hours, few days off during term time and difficult, stressful situations to deal with. The 
responsibility took me out of my comfort zone, but I learned a lot from the experience 

and it was very rewarding. 

I saw many pupils flourish, develop, and mature, sometimes despite themselves. 
Many of them had difficult circumstances and found it hard to trust adults or to 

accept limits on behaviour. Some took advantage of the academic, sporting 
and creative opportunities at once and others benefited from the emotional 

and social security of school life. A few fought the system for seven years 
and then at the end realised and appreciated what they had become. It 

is well known how many Grecians cry at the Leaving Service, even the 
6 foot, rugby-playing “tough guys”. CH can be a hard place to leave 

at 18; the people, routines, traditions and principles become part of 
your life. 

  

 TEACHER             S
UPPO

RT
ER

  Now retired, I volunteer as a Magistrate and a Samaritan. I encounter  many people 
whose lives are so much less fortunate than my own, and I am grateful that CH gave 
me the opportunity to flourish and help me to set off on the right path. As a house 

parent, I saw so many other children take advantage of the same experience, and it is 
very important that the School continues to offer opportunity to others who need it - 

not because it has always done so, or because that was what it was founded to do, but 
simply because this in itself is a very valuable thing to do. 

In today’s society, the academic paths to upward social mobility are limited, yet CH is one of 
the few institutions that provides such an opportunity. The School is a very different experience 

from my day, but so it should be. The needs of society and the demands of education are constantly 
changing and evolving and so must the School. However, retaining contact since I left has reassured me 
that it continues to improve and provide incredible opportunities for its pupils. 

BRIGHT FUTURES SPECIAL FEATURE

RETURNING TO THE CLASSROOM 

In recent times, Old Blues have raised concerns, including through a petition, regarding the 
School’s commitment to its mission. It is clear now, that CH is focused on increasing the number 
of bursary places available for disadvantaged children, but money must be raised to fill the gap 
between income and expenditure. 

There are many ways to support the School. Personally, I have chosen to support the Blue Fund 
with a regular monthly gift. The Blue Fund allows people to give at whatever level is right for 
them. By giving collectively, the Blue Fund has already funded three pupils. 

I urge you to overcome procrastination (my problem) and any criticisms of past experience and 
to support the fine school that Christ’s Hospital has become today and the opportunities that it 
provides for children whose families cannot pay. 

Talk of CH often arouses strong emotions in Old Blues. While 
many look back on their school days with fond nostalgia, others had a difficult 
experience, and, in deference, I usually keep quiet about my own feelings. But I am going to 
come out of the closet and say that I was happy at school! 

I joined CH at Hertford on 22 August 1966, clearly a momentous event in my life as I can still remember 
the date! My home life had become sad and somewhat desolate. My mother died from cancer that 
year and my father had a breakdown, descending into depression and alcoholism and spending 
repeated periods in a mental institution. Time spent at home was not terrible, just lonely, dull, 
and sometimes confusing when my Dad got ill and I became the carer. I never admitted 
it at the time, but I looked forward to returning to school at the end of the holidays. 
I enjoyed school life, its certainty and routine. I discovered that I could do well 
academically and receive praise and approbation, and I loved making friends 
- knowing that I could keep them separate from my home life, of which I was 
somewhat embarrassed.

More than 50 years later I still meet regularly with five girls from my house; we 
know each other so well that we are more like family than friends. 

For my last two years we gained a new house mistress, Nesta Worley (pictured 
left) - she was astonishing! She was glamorous, enthusiastic, kind and caring 
and as an Old Blue herself, very supportive of CH. We got on well and, when 
I left school, she and her daughter Mandy (who also attended CH) became my 
unofficial adopted family. 

I left CH in 1973, gained a degree in physics and chemistry from Manchester 
University and later became a physics teacher.
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TIME CAPSULE
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BRANGWYN CARTOONS ON 
DISPLAY AT CH AFTER CAREFUL 
CONSERVATION

“An artist’s function is everything: he must be able 
to turn his hand to everything, for his mission is to 

decorate life...” Frank Brangwyn, 1934

The CH Chapel has been home to a stunning series of six mural paintings by Sir Frank Brangwyn (1867-1956) 
for the last century. A polymath and an artist-craftsman of international renown in his lifetime, Brangwyn was 
commissioned to paint the sequence in 1912, finally completing them in 1923. It is little known that Brangwyn 
also gave the School seven coloured chalk and pencil preparatory drawings (cartoons) for the murals. These 
large-scale, richly coloured, framed studies remained in storage since the1920s, subsequently falling into a 
vulnerable state of disrepair.
This year, Christ’s Hospital was awarded a grant by Horsham District Council to enable 
these hidden treasures to be conserved and displayed to new audiences as part of the 
Horsham Year of Culture 2019. This exciting six-month project involved cleaning, re-
mounting, backing and framing by a specialist paper conservator and framer, ensuring 
that these important cartoons will be stabilised for future generations to enjoy.

Now on display in the CH Museum until summer 2020, this pioneering exhibition 
showcases Brangwyn’s early planning for the Chapel murals and his changing ideas and 
inspirations as they evolved, as well as invite comparison between the figurative, subtle 
sketches and the rich and decorative murals.

Brangwyn’s series of large, vibrant murals in the CH Chapel depict, just as the 
Headmaster at the time requested, “The Mission and Expansion of Christianity, 
beginning with the Acts of the Apostles and leading to the Conversion of our own 
Islands and Foreign Missionary Work”. The intention was to inspire and inform charity 
children to go out into the world and do good, just as the saints and martyrs had done. 
Created during the time of the First World War, the reality was so much more than this. 
The works show not only Brangwyn’s love of colour, decoration and artistic influences, 
but his humour and social empathy with the common man - appealing of course to his 
humble young audience.

The magnificent mural panels, created in egg-tempera paint, tell the story of St Peter 
speaking to the disciples, and follow chronologically the various martyrdoms and 
conversions of saints around the world before returning to Britain and showing the 
Christian enlightenment on our own southern shores. From William Caxton printing 
Bibles at Westminster, to John Eliot giving Bibles to the Mohicans symbolising 
the “civilising” of the new world with “God’s word”, the sequence finally arrives at 
the controversial oddity that is the contemporary final panel, showing a choir and 
congregation gathering to preach and sing in the East End of London in the 1920s.

THE CARTOONS

Brangwyn gave CH just seven of what must originally have been 
16 cartoon preparatory drawings relating to his mural cycle in the 
Chapel. The seven are seemingly random in their chronology, 
relating to mural panels 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10 and 13. The cartoons are 
executed in a mixture of monochrome black or red chalk alongside 
a range of subtly coloured chalks. 

It is worth remembering that Brangwyn never intended these 
cartoon drawings to be revered in the same way as his finished 
murals. They were simply rough working plans to be pinned 
up next to the larger canvases. Produced on thin quality paper, 
sometimes splashed with paint, with evidence of the artist’s notes, 
colour ideas and instructions to his assistants, it is remarkable how 
they have survived so well. 

Brangwyn squared up his cartoons for enlargement and transfer to the mural panels. 
Working on a truly grand scale: 16 panels altogether, 14 measuring 8 x 14 feet (244 x 
427cm) and two smaller ones, measuring 8 x 7 feet (244 x 213cm)

Brangwyn’s association with Christ’s Hospital didn’t end in 1923 when he completed the Chapel mural cycle. According to the 
School’s records, in June 1943, Brangwyn wrote to the Clerk, George Allan to ask if there was any possibility that his friend’s son, 
Thomas Walcot could have a place at CH. While Brangwyn said he couldn’t afford to fund the boy himself owing to Second World 
War austerity, he was instrumental in securing Thomas’ place at CH, funded by the school in 1945. Thomas Walcot left CH in 1953 and 
later joined Sandhurst Royal Military Academy. 

VISIT THE EXHIBITION: BRANGWYN AT CHRIST’S HOSPITAL

The exhibition of the seven cartoons for the murals in the CH Chapel is currently on 
public display,celebrating the conservation of Sir Frank Brangwyn’s work for the first 
time in a century. To discover more about the story behind the commission, including 
loans from private collections, visit the CH Museum.

Admission Free | Tuesday & Thursday 10am – 4pm | By appointment only

TALKS AND TOURS
The Museum is offering a programme of free public mural and cartoon exhibition talks 
and tours with the CH Museum Curator, Laura Kidner, on: 

Wednesday 13 November 2019       10.30 – 12.30 
Wednesday 4 December 2019  10.30 – 12.30 
Friday 31 January 2020   10.30 – 12.30 
Monday 24 February 2020   10.30 – 12.30 
Friday 24 April 2020   10.30 – 12.30

A special talk* with Brangwyn author and expert, Dr Libby Horner will take place on:
Wednesday 18 March 2020  10.30 – 12.30  
* Please note there is a £10 charge in advance for this talk 

For full details visit the Museum website “What’s On”page at: www.chmuseum.org.uk 

CONTACT THE CH MUSEUM
T: 01403 247444    E: chmuseum@christs-hospital.org.uk 

Interest in Sir Frank Brangwyn (1867-1956) as an artist is far-reaching; while 2017 marked 
the 150th anniversary of Brangwyn’s birth, 2019 celebrates the centenary of his working 
on the CH murals. He was an Anglo-Welsh artist born in Bruges, who trained with the 
famous arts and crafts master William Morris and yet bridged the Modern Movement 
in art. He worked prolifically across all media, in a career that spanned some 70 years, 
before ending his days in Ditchling, East Sussex. 

Brangwyn appeared to care little for the many prestigious societies he was
elected to or the awards he received over his lifetime. He was not knighted until
1941, but refused to travel to London to accept it.

CH Museum Curator Laura Kidner has 
done much of the research for the 
exhibition, which she says “reveals 
the splendour of the cartoons to new 
audiences. To see them in the context 
of the mural sequence is to understand 
and fully appreciate the grand scale of 
Brangwyn’s achievement”.

Speaking about the cartoons, Laura said: 
“I love the way he deals with earthy, 
ordinary, working-class people on the 
street, and his work isn’t elitist. He used 
models that were just people he knew 
and he gave them important roles in his 
creations”.

Brangwyn Cartoon images © David 
Brangwyn and Toby Phillips Photography  

BOOKING IS ESSENTIAL
Contact the museum or book 
online:
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
admissions/book-a-brangwyn-tour/ 



DECEMBER
SCHOOL CONCERT 2019*, 1 December, Big School, Christ’s Hospital, 3.00pm
Christ’s Hospital Symphony Orchestra and Concert Band are central in this popular annual concert of our larger ensembles.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL*, 5-7 December, Big School, Christ’s Hospital, 7.30pm
The Christ’s Hospital Seniors tackle Karen Louise Hebden’s stage adaptation of Dicken’s most famous story.

CHOBA CAROL CONCERT, 12 December, London, 6.00pm-8.00pm
An evening of Christmas carols, mince pies and mulled wine at St Stephen Walbrook. Advanced booking required.

BIG BAND*, 12 December, Big School, Christ’s Hospital, 8.00pm
The popular CH Big Band performs a programme spanning decades of jazz and swing.

CHORAL SOCIETY CHRISTMAS*, 19 December, Chapel, Christ’s Hospital, 7.30pm
Get into the Christmas spirit with a seasonal programme of Christmas carols and readings.
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EVENTS ROUND-UP

EVENTS

Speech Day
May, CH

Midsummer Night’s Dream

June, CH

Old Blues’ Day

May, CH

40 Years on ReunionMay, CH

Edinburgh and Glasgow Old Blues 

August, Edinburgh

Our events are a great way 
for you to stay in touch 
with Christ’s Hospital.

Here are just some of the 
highlights from the last 
six months and a taster of 
events to come.  

Hello Hertford!
May, CH

Parents’ Day
June, CH

50 Years on Reunion 

June, CH

Careers Speed DatingJune, CH

For a full list of events including those in your local area, to book tickets, or to get help with your own alumni 
event, visit https://choba.org/event, email oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk or call 01403 247619.
For all events marked * please contact the Theatre Box Office on: 01403 247434 (Monday to Friday, 9.30am - 
12 noon, term time only). 
Events later in 2020, including reunions, will be included in the Spring edition of the Old Blue.

JANUARY

AN EVENING WITH BRANGWYN, 16 January, Chapel, Christ’s Hospital, 7.30pm
Drama and music students celebrate the life of the artist, craftsman and designer responsible for creating the chapel murals, 
through writings and music of the time.

OLD BLUES’ TOUR, 23 January, Christ’s Hospital, 1.00pm-4.00pm
An opportunity for Old Blues and their guests to visit the CH site during term time.

5 YEARS ON REUNION, 30 January, London, 6.00pm-8.00pm
A drinks reception for leavers of 2014 and 2015

OLD BLUES‘ TOUR, 7 November, Christ’s Hospital, 1.00pm-4.00pm
An opportunity for Old Blues and their guests to visit the CH site during term time.

SENIOR PUPILS DOMINIONS RECITAL*, 12 November, Dominions Theatre, Christ’s Hospital, 7.30pm
Senior pupils display their skill in an exciting and diverse programme of music.

Bright Futures Campaign LaunchSeptember, CH

St Matthew’s Day
September, London

NOVEMBER
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OLD BLUE SPECIAL 
RECOGNITION AWARDS 2019

Chris has spent a large proportion of his 
life working as a freelance documentary 
photographer, for many years with the 
internationally pre-eminent socially-
oriented photography co-operative 
Magnum, of which he was president from 
1995-98.

Chris started as a freelance photographer 
in 1971 and in his early years (apart from 
a trip to Bangladesh in 1973), he worked 
mainly in Britain in areas concerned with 
urban poverty and subcultures.

Chris joined Magnum Photos in 1979 and 
soon began working extensively in the 
developing world, in particular in Africa, 
Central America, and Lebanon. Chris’ 
work abroad produced books which 
include his coverage of the Sabra and 
Chatila atrocity in Beirut, and portraying 
life in Afghanistan during the civil war. 

His work often focuses on socio-economic 
issues as demonstrated in his books:  
Northern Exposures, documenting 
the Durham Coalfield in 2001, Survival 
Programmes (by the Exit Photography 
Group), a record of life in Britain’s inner 
urban areas in the 1970s, and Fading 
Light, a portrait of the new generation of 
an ever increasing band of centenarians 
in the UK. 

His new book, The New Londoners, 
captures 165 families from almost 200 
different countries, all of whom have 
made their homes in London. It provides 
a timely reminder of both the important 
role that immigration has played in our 
country, and the rich and valued diversity 
that is the hallmark of our capital city.

We are delighted to announce the 2019 winners of the Old Blue Special Recognition Awards. The awards are 
a great opportunity to recognise Old Blues who have made a valuable contribution to their community, their 
professional fields, and to Christ’s Hospital. The winners demonstate the extraordinary range of achievements 
among Christ’s Hospital’s former pupils, and are an inspiration to our current pupils.

MEET THE WINNERS

CAREER SUCCESS AWARD
Christopher Steele-Perkins (MdB 56-65) 

As founder and CEO of Fanbytes, Tim is 
building an incredibly successful business 
on the cutting edge of new social media 
and advertising. 

Tim is an inspiration, both as a start-up 
founder and simply in terms of business 
importance, given that his company 
is working with some of the country’s 
leading brands.   
 
The initial version of Tim’s advertising 
company Fanbytes was launched during 
his second year at Warwick University. 
Fanbytes connects social influencers in 
Generation Z with advertisers, and has 
networks with brands including Snapchat, 
Disney, GoPro, Universal, and Warner 
Music Group. The company also has the 

investment from the same people who 
backed Boohoo and Pretty Little Things, 
and its work has been recognised by the 
BBC, Forbes, London Evening Standard, 
and BuzzFeed, to name a few.

Tim manages a team of young computer 
scientists and designers who completely 
understand marketing to the younger 
generation, as they have an average age 
of just 21.

YOUNG ACHIEVER / RISING STAR 
AWARD
Tim Armoo (MdB, GrW 11-13) 

After spending six months volunteering 
at Mants’ase Children’s Home in Lesotho, 
Lucy came to believe passionately that 
children could only achieve their full 
potential if they had a good, nourishing 
meal every day. She founded Mants’ase 
Children’s Home UK to provide the 
children there with a healthy, nutritious 
meal, and the charity later became Msizi 
Africa when it expanded to feed other 
children.

To date Msizi Africa has raised nearly 
£1.5 million and served almost 3 million 
meals to 1,000 children. It has built houses 
for vulnerable families and supplied 
more than 1,000 school uniforms in the 
community, and has built a dormitory, sick 
bay and playground at Mants’ase. It has 
supported the education, development 
and safeguarding of hundreds of children 

in the past 12 years. The charity has now 
launched an after-care programme to 
help teenagers bridge the difficult gap 
between leaving residential care and 
becoming self-sustaining as adults.

Msizi has left its mark sustainably in 
Zambia and South Africa, but now 
concentrates on Lesotho, where its 
work first started. With great care and 
effort, Lucy has built an excellent local 
management team, however, she still 
visits Lesotho frequently to encourage her 
staff and oversee the project.

Not just concentrating her volunteering 
efforts abroad, Lucy has (until recently, 
having had a second baby) been very 
involved in the administration and running 
of both the official and “unofficial” CH 
Founder’s Day Dinners.

COMMUNITY IMPACT AWARD
Lucy Herron (ColA 92-99) 

Clifford has been a regular and dedicated 
volunteer in the CH Museum for the 
past 13 years. From supporting museum 
research to helping with visitor open days 
such as Old Blues’ Days and Parents’ 
Days, Clilfford has made several hundred 
visits back to CH as a volunteer. He has 
made, and continues to make, a major 
contribution to the Museum’s activities.

Clifford has been a prolific writer 
of publications, comprising three 
booklets in the Heritage series. He 
has also personally financed two other 
publications, The Sea and the Sky and 
The History of the Band, with any surplus 
being donated to the CH Band.

For many years, Clifford gave CH history 
talks to the whole Second Form as part of 
the School’s Discovery Programme, and 
is one of a very small group of Old Blues 
capable of responding to the myriad of 
enquiries on CH heritage issues, which 
the Museum team receives every year.

A measure of his contribution is the fact 
that more than £15,000 has been donated 
to CH by grateful recipients of Clifford’s 
research into the hundreds of family 
enquiries which the Museum has received 
from all over the world.

COMMITMENT TO CHRIST’S 
HOSPITAL AWARD
Clifford Jones (BaB 57-64) 

Keith has held many voluntary roles in 
association with Christ’s Hospital over the 
past 20 years, having been an Almoner 
and a member of the Board of School 
Governors, as well as being on various 
financial and audit committees. He was 
chairman of the Board of Bluecoat Sports.  
He is also a Donation Governor in his own 
right, as well as a representative Governor 
for the Benevolent Society of Blues.

Other posts related to the CH community 
which Keith has held are as Director of 
the Benevolent Society of Blues from 
1998 to 2009, Steward of Founder’s Day 
Dinner since 1984, holding the position 
of Chief Steward in 2013, and Member of 
the Amicable Society of Blues (currently 
President). He has been an OB Rugby FC 
member since the mid 1960s.

COMMITMENT TO CHRIST’S 
HOSPITAL AWARD
Keith Lugton (PrepA, MdA 53-60) 

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO ALL OF OUR 
WINNERS!

The awards will be 
presented by Head 
Teacher, Simon Reid, 
during a special School 
Assembly for Grecians 
and Deputy Grecians in 
November. 



David Baker (PeA 47-55)
Christopher (Kit) Bartlett (ColA 41-47)
Richard Bates (BaB 44-51)
Robert Brindle (ThA 43-50)
Justin Brotherton (PeB, MdB, PeA 87-94)
Hilary Buckley (née Chambers) (4s 55-63)
Maureen Clifford (née James) (8s 43-50)
Geoffrey Codd (ColA 39-45)
Timothy Collard MaA, (ColB 72-77)
Oliver Cottingham (ThB 61-67)
James Daglish (PrepB, PeA 46-53)
Lawrence Doffman (MdB 40-45)
Lewis Errington (BaB 52-58)
(Rowland) Andrew Fawcett (ColB 54-61)
Violet Gasson (née James) (8s 38-43)
Michael Gibson (BaB 35-43)
Jane Hayward (2s 61-68)
Gilbert Harris (LaB 51-57)
Eveline Hastings (5s, 6s 43-50)
James Herbertson (MaA 83-89)
Peter Hill MaB (43-49)
Frederick Hulm (BaA 40-48)
Jill Ireson (née Lickfold) (1s, 4s 44-51)
Michael Jarrett (PeA 41-48)
Brian Key (PrepB, ThA 44-50)

Michael Kimmins (ThA 39-46)
Alexander Kirk (ThB 35-42)
Graeme Lee (MdB 46-52)
Dennis Leitch (LaA 37-44)
Jennifer Liddell (née Goodliffe) (1s, 6s 
45-50)
Anita Lister (7s 46-55)
Gordon Macpherson (BaB 40-48)
Bryan Magee (BaA 41-48
John Maling (PeB 41-48)
Derek Marriott (MdA 35-42)
Philip Migdale (ThB 48-54)
David Millar (LaB 35-42)
Patricia Nichols (née Robertson) (38-43)
Kenneth Northcott (BaB 34-39)
Margaret Pierpoint (née Ragg) (2s 45-51)
Ian Prodger (ThA 56-64)
John Ransome (MaB 47-55)
John Rosier (PrepA, LaA 48-55)
Francis Rossotti (BaB 38-45)
David Rowlands (MaA, ColB 55-63)
Ronald Rudd (MaB 39-45)
John Saunders (THB 48-55)
Michael Scuffil (ThB 55-63)
Anthony Sessions (PrepA, ThA 50-55)

Geoffrey Shelley (MdB 43-49)
Dennis Silk (PrepA, MaA 42-50)
Thomas Smith (MaB 44-50)
Mark Sutcliffe (MaB, PeB 73-77)
Christopher Stone (PrepB, BaA 49-55)
Frederick Tayler (LaB 38-45)
Peter Vousden (PeB 52-59)
David Walters (ThA 52-60)
Jonathan Ward (MdA 58-65)
Andrew Watts (MaB, PeA 62-69)
Martin Woodcock (LaA 45-53)
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REMEMBERING
Christ’s Hospital extends sincere condolences to the friends and families of those listed below who have recently passed away. 

OLD BLUE MEMORIES

Find links to full obituaries for 
Old Blues online at: 
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
old-blues/obituaries

If you would like to let us know 
of an Old Blue’s recent death 
please contact: oldblues@
christs-hospital.org.uk

SHARE YOUR NEWS TODAY! 

Let us know what you’ve been doing and 
celebrate your successes. 

Email us at oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk or 
join the conversation on Twitter and Facebook 
@CHOldBlues

OLD BLUE NEWS
Thanks to the 477 Old Blues, parents, 
and other Blue Fund donors, our third 
Blue Fund pupil, Bashar, joined CH in 
September. Bashar has already settled in 
to boarding life and is enjoying all of the 
activities CH has to offer.

He said “When I found out I’d got a place 
at CH, I was overwhelmed with emotions 
and so grateful for my parents for being 
so determined. I wanted to come to CH 
because the opportunities really stand 
out from other schools, like the sports 
facilities and the education. 

“I had a second form outing to Horsham 
swimming pool which was so much fun 
and I have been accepted to CH football 
club. We were victorious in our first match 
and it’s been fun to play in a team. My 
primary school didn’t have a football club. 
I feel grateful as CH has given me these 
new hobbies.”

Bashar now joins Tom, who started in 
September 2017, and Tegan, now in 
her second year at CH, as pupils whose 

education and boarding is supported 
by donors joining together through the 
Blue Fund. To find out more, visit http://
bluefund.christs-hospital.org.uk

MORE CH NEWS
CH News is a termly publication 
highlighting the latest CH 
achievements and activities. To 
download the latest issue, please visit: 
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
information/publications

DEVELOPMENT NEWS: 
THIRD BLUE FUND PUPIL JOINS CH

LAUNCHING THE NEXT GENERATION CHOBA.ORG 
In September, our Old Blue website 
was upgraded to the next generation 
platform, providing an easier and more 
user friendly experience.

The new layout aligns itself with other 
social media sites to make it easier to 
keep up with CH and Old Blue news. 
You can now add photos, videos and 
links into your posts, and you can still 
book onto all our upcoming events, 
as well as search for and connect with 
fellow Old Blues, and request and offer 
careers advice and mentorship.

More than 2,200 Old Blues have already 
signed up to CHOBA.org and are 
sharing their photos and memories. 
Of those, 64% are offering to help 
fellow Old Blues with careers advice, 
mentoring, work experience, and CV 
and interview critique. 

If you haven’t already, sign up 
today at CHOBA.org!

2,200 GLOBAL USERS

James Mitra (PeA, PeB, 
GrW, 98-05) is the founder 
of executive search firm JBM 
that partners with high-growth 
tech start-up / scale-ups, 
fintechs and consultancies. 
They have recently launched a 
new podcast “The 40 Minute 
Mentor”, in which James interviews high profile entrepreneurs. 
Each guest will share their successes and failures, provide 
career advice and inspiring insights. Check out the podcastat 
www.jbmc.co.uk/40minutementor

Congratulations to Mary Agbesanwa 
(ColA, GrW 06-13), who was recently 
listed by EMpower (INvolve - The 
Inclusion People) on their 50 Ethnic 
Minority Future Leaders list supported 
by Yahoo Finance as number 13 for 
the second year in a row. The list 
celebrates future leaders and their 
achievements towards diversity and 
inclusion efforts for ethnic minorities in 
the UK, Ireland, Europe, and people of 
colour in the US and Canada.

The work of photographer Nicholas Sinclair 
(LHA, LaA 63-71) has been widely exhibited and 
published in Britain, Continental Europe and the 
US since 1983. A film made in Berlin, where he 
has lived since 2009, has now been produced 
about his career. Watch the film on You Tube on 
the Martin Sommerburg Marsmedia channel.

Book Guild Publishing has recently published the 
first of a trilogy of books by David Skinner (LaB, 
46-55). Gathering Clouds is set in America just 
prior to and during the turmoil of the American 
Civil War, it follows the lives of two young friends, 
one a slave, the other the son of the Master of 
Nethergate Plantation. 
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Peter Padfield (ThA 
41-48) recently 
published a book, 
Mayflower II Diary. 
This is a record of 
the 1957 voyage 
of the replica, 
Mayflower II, from 
Plymouth, Devon, 
to Plymouth, 
Massachusetts, 
under Alan Villiers, 
to commemorate 
the 17th-century 
voyage of the Pilgrim Fathers. 

Toby Davies (PeA, PeB 93-00) and his wife formed Reading Between the Lines Theatre Company in 2012. 
RBL is an inventive, inclusive and diverse ensemble company, which aims to create theatre that is exciting 
and accessible to people of all ages and backgrounds,and to inspire pride in the history and culture of 
Reading, both locally and nationally.

Christian Pitt 
(MdB, GrW 16-
18) has recently 
published a 
novel, A Century 
before the 
Children. The 
novel draws both 
on his time at 
Christ’s Hospital 
and his own 

family and personal history. It is about 
a Russian noble boy challenging the 
developing traditions of his time, a 
year before the Revolution. 



STAY CONNECTED
T: +44 (0)1403 247619
E: oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk
W: www.choba.org | www.christs-hospital.org.uk
Christ’s Hospital, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 0YP

Registered Charity Number 306975

Christ’s Hospital Old Blues’ Association

@CHOldBlues

Christ’s Hospital Old Blues

CHOldBlues

KEEP IN TOUCH

Keep your details up-to-date  
to receive the latest news, invitations  

and publications.

Contact: 
oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk

FIND YOUR FRIENDS

Staying in touch with CH friends  
or tracking down those who you have 
lost touch with has never been easier. 
Our Old Blue Portal online helps you 
to connect with fellow Old Blues and 

share your news. 

Visit:  
choba.org/directory

JOIN OUR NETWORK 

Our Old Blue community stretches 
across the globe. Join your local 

section or business group to network 
with other Old Blues and attend 

events.  

Visit: 
choba.org/groups

MAKE A GIFT TO
BRIGHT FUTURES

Donations of all sizes offer more 
young people the life-changing 
opportunity of a CH education. 

Visit: 
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/ 

support-us/donate-now

or call: 01403 246570

GET INVOLVED

Come back to CH to give a talk, 
join our careers network to offer 
advice to pupils and Old Blues, 
or help organise events - there 
are plenty of ways to keep your 

links with CH. 

Contact: 
oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk

THE OLD BLUE NETWORK

Whether you’re an 
Old Blue, parent or 

supporter of CH, there 
are many ways to 

keep in touch and get 
involved:

EDITOR
Lindsey Sharkey, Engagement Manager

CHOBA PUBLICATIONS LIAISON
Bridget West (née Dray)
(7s, ColB 84-91)

CHOBA MANAGER
Gina Skillings

Special thanks to Toby Phillips Photography 
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